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SUMMARY

Understanding the behavior of large scale distributed systems is generally extremely difficult as it requires
to observe a very large number of components over very large periods of time.
Most analysis tools for distributed systems gather basic information such as individual processor or network
utilization. Although scalable because of the data reduction techniques applied before the analysis, these
tools are often insufficient to detect or fully understand anomalies in the dynamic behavior of resource
utilization and their influence on the applications performance.
In this paper, we propose a methodology for detecting resource usage anomalies in large scale distributed
systems. The methodology relies on four functionalities: characterized trace collection, multi-scale data
aggregation, specifically tailored user interaction techniques, and visualization techniques. We show the
efficiency of this approach through the analysis of simulations of the volunteer computing BOINC
architecture. Three scenarios are analyzed in this paper: analysis of the resource sharing mechanism,
resource usage considering response time instead of throughput, and the evaluation of input file size on
BOINC architecture. The results show that our methodology enables to easily identify resource usage
anomalies, such as unfair resource sharing, contention, moving network bottlenecks, and harmful short-term
resource sharing. Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s large scale distributed computing systems such as grids, clouds, and volunteer computing
systems typically comprise thousands to millions of computing units collaborating over complex
large-scale hierarchical networks. Such resources are typically very heterogeneous, volatile, and
shared by applications and users, making the understanding of the behavior of these systems
extremely challenging. The analysis of such systems has to address many observed entities over
very large periods of time.

Generally, checking the good use of such platforms is done through monitoring tools like the
Ganglia monitoring system [29], the Network Weather Service [46], Monalisa [34] and others [48].
Most of these collection systems gather resource information such as the processor or network
utilization and provide overall statistics created from basic resource usage traces. Such approaches
are recognized as rather scalable since the information from the large amount of observed resources
is reduced at source to be analyzed. Although these statistics are useful to get an overview about the
distributed system, they are often insufficient to detect or fully understand anomalies in the dynamic
behavior of resource utilization and its influence on the applications performance.
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The parallel computing community generally relies on more precise and fine grain data collection
and analysis. Data collection is generally initiated from the application level: tools mostly focus
on registering local and global states of the program, the amount of application-data transferred
in messages, and counters for specific functions. Such “application-level” observations allow the
detection of complex patterns like late communications, costly synchronization or convoy effects.
Examples of tools relying on this approach include TAU [42], Scalasca [12], VampirTrace [32],
and the MPI standard profiling interface [14, 20]. Such tools can be used either for profiling, i.e.,
to get statistics about the application, or for tracing, i.e., to log time-stamped information during
the execution without summarizing them. Such traces enables much more in-depth analysis with
custom visualization tools like JumpShot [47] VaMPIr [32], and Paje [8]. Yet this approach suffers
major scalability issues at both tracing and analysis level. The scalability and intrusiveness issues
faced in the parallel computing community seem to discourage the use of such detailed techniques
to large-scale distributed systems. However, We believe that abnormal resource usage in large scale
distributed systems can only be detected if the information collected about the resources is detailed
enough in time and space.

In this paper, we propose a methodological approach for detecting resource usage anomalies in
distributed systems. It relies on four functionalities: (a) characterized trace collection, where the
resource usage is classified based on application-level categories, such as tasks of a given type,
processes of a certain nature, and so on; (b) multi-scale data aggregation, used to control the amount
of data to be analyzed at the same time; (c) a set of specifically tailored user interaction techniques,
to let the analyst navigate through the different levels of detail in the space/time dimensions; and
(d) visualization techniques, effective in identifying non-trivial and unexpected behavior of large
applications in distributed systems.

We validate our anomaly detection approach through the analysis of a simulated BOINC
architecture [2, 9] using the SimGrid framework [7] with various scenarios and workload. The
results show that our approach allows an easy identification of various types of anomalies such as
unfair resource sharing, contention, moving network bottlenecks, and harmful short-term resource
sharing.

The paper is structured as follows. Next section presents the related work, classified in monitoring
and tracing tools, visualization techniques, and analysis methodologies. Section 3 presents our
methodology for the anomaly detection in distributed systems. Section 4 presents the framework we
used to validate the approach. Section 5 presents three different scenarios. The first one investigates
the fairness of the BOINC client scheduling algorithm when subscribed to multiple BOINC projects
and reveals a fairness sharing anomaly. Our second case study examines the resource usage of
projects having bursts of batches of tasks and that are thus rather more interested in optimizing
response-time than throughput. This case study illustrates a slow-start effect and a surprising
resource usage oscillation revealed by a blinking during the visualization. Last, our third scenario
investigates the effect of large input files on the overall platform usage. This last case study illustrates
moving bottlenecks. Different visualization techniques are used to analyze the characterized resource
utilization traces and show the effectiveness of our approach. We finish the paper with a conclusion
and perspectives, in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

We classify related research in three sections: monitoring and tracing systems, analysis
methodologies, and visualization techniques. The first section details tools that collect resource
usage data and if they characterize that information. The second section presents the data analysis
methodologies employed to analyze distributed and parallel applications. Finally, the third section
presents visualization techniques are used to analyze application traces together with resource usage.
The section ends with a discussion about how our approach differs in these three areas from other
existing solutions.
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2.1. Monitoring and Tracing Systems

Most tools for monitoring distributed systems are focused on observing only the resource usage.
Examples of these tools include Ganglia [29], the Network Weather Service [46], MRNet [37],
Monalisa [34], and many others [48]. They use different distributed collection configurations to
gather periodic resource usage from a possibly large number of resources. These tools consider in
their implementation several constraints related to sensor distribution, intrusiveness and historical
data retention policies. Ganglia, for example, registers the computer load and other metrics in
different time frames (minute, hour, week). Monalisa, for instance, registers also network traffic,
flows, connectivity and the topology configuration. The information collected by these tools is
generally composed by how much a given resource is used during a time period. The applicative
categorization of resource usage is generally not available on these tools.

Application-centric tracing systems register much more information about the application
behavior during the execution. These tools can be event- or profiling-based, registering the behavior
in time or immediately aggregating the time spent in critical functions of the application. Examples
of tracing tools include TAU [42], Scalasca [12], VampirTrace [32], and the widely used MPI
standard profiling interface [14, 20]. Such traces enables much more in-depth analysis with custom
visualization tools like JumpShot [47] Vampir [32], and Paje [8].

A different approach to provide a better identification of what caused a given resource usage is
brought by multi-level tools. These tools try to bridge the gap between resource-based monitoring
tools and application-based tracing. Most of them work by merging different types of traces and
analyzing them together [36, 35, 41]. The common characteristic found in these tools is that
sensors independently collect information from the different abstraction levels of the system. The
information is merged before a centralized analysis considering the whole data available takes place.

2.2. Data Analysis Methodologies

Several methodologies exist to do performance analysis. Perhaps the easiest way to register the
general behavior of an application is to apply profiling techniques [17, 11] to measure the time spent
in parts of the program. Event-based analysis, such as the ones provided by tracing tools presented
in previous subsection, is used when more details are necessary to understand performance behavior.
Events from the different processes of a parallel application are especially useful if the analyst needs
to correlate performance issues with causal constraints. These techniques are generally coupled with
visualization techniques that helps to identify reasons behind bad performance.

For profiling or event-based techniques, the analysis and behavior comprehension itself is done by
the analyst. More recently, automatic trace analysis [30, 13] emerged as a solution where previously
known performance problems are harvested by a program. The development of automatic pattern
detection appeared to avoid the change of the source code to try to reduce trace size. While there
is development to provide intra-process pattern detection [10], the combination of this with inter-
process pattern detection is also already explored [21]. The automatic approach for trace analysis
is also used to correlate the application-level communication topology with possible performance
issues [44]. The automatic approach is especially useful for large-scale scenarios, where much
tracing information must be analyzed. Another methodology in performance analysis is known as
clustering techniques [27, 19], where the idea is to group processes behavior by similarity.

Obviously, the data analysis methodology used for a given large-scale application highly depends
on the nature of performance issues that is under investigation. Questions such as the characteristics
of the application, whether it is CPU or network-bounded, among others, must be taken into account
and be used to select the best analysis methodology for each case.

2.3. Visualization Techniques

Visualization techniques have been employed in performance analysis of distributed and parallel
programs since the earliest times of parallel and distributed application analysis. Besides the
traditional scatter plot used to analyze profiling metrics of a program, several interactive views
have been proposed to analyze the behavior evolution through time.
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Most of tools today have the well-known and intuitive timeline view, derived from Gantt-
charts [45], where the horizontal axis represents the detailed behavior of each observed entity.
Examples of tools providing this type of visualization are Vampir [33], ParaProf [4], Jumpshot [47]
among many others [28, 36, 8]. The main advantage of timeline views is that they emphasize time
and causality in events, thus enabling to finely debug and track down the roots of anomalies through
the inspection of all details about every observed entity of the system. The increase in number of
processes of today’s applications has lead further developments in visualization techniques used
to explore execution behavior. The space-time view, for instance, is naturally limited by the screen
size, more particularly by the vertical resolution. Only a subset of entities can then be observed at the
same time. Some work [31, 1] have explored clustering techniques, discussed in previous section, to
group similar processes according to their behavior. Some tools, such as Vampir, already incorporate
these techniques to reduce the number of entities listed in the vertical dimension of its space-time
view. Even if timeline views are widely used and generally useful, they lack topological information
about the network or program structure that might be crucial for program understanding.

ParaGraph [15], a precursor of performance visualization, uses several representation techniques
for performance analysis. Among them, the topology-based technique is capable of showing details
about network interconnection and the state of the parallel program execution in a given timestamp.
More recently, this type of visualization has been explored again [39] to correlate application
behavior with network infrastructure of large-scale grid environments.

Discussion

Our work builds on different approaches from the three areas of related research presented in this
section and comes up with different trade-offs. First, our methodology, presented in Section 3,
differs from existing resource usage monitoring systems by registering categorized traces of
resource usage. The generated traces also contain information about the parallel application or
system software that caused the resource usage in a given timestamp. This detailed tracing can
give the analyst important information about the correlation of resource usage and application
execution. Current tools only register raw resource usage, without any kind of categorization.
Second, considering data analysis methodologies, our approach makes use of a different multi-scale
data analysis methodology that transforms event-based traces into higher-level spatial/temporal
aggregated information that is appropriately visualized. Our approach differs from existing methods
since we allow the analyst to interactively select time intervals and entities subset to fit the analysis
needs. The data related to these subsets of time and space are aggregated to obtain a scalable and
representable snapshot of the application behavior on the distributed platform. And third, regarding
visualization techniques, our approach uses different methods to visualize data. Although expected
by most of users of high performance computing, the traditional timeline view has some limitations
when applied to the analysis of large-scale distributed systems. Observing several thousands of
entities with such type of visualization can sometimes be too much complex and impractical.
Besides, as previously discussed, timeline views are depicted without topological information,
which is sometimes crucial for the comprehension of application behavior in distributed systems.
In our approach, we explore alternative visualization techniques that can prove extremely useful for
understanding the behavior in large scale scenarios. The unique combination of our approach on
these three areas make the novelty of our method, presented in next section.

3. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

This section presents our analysis approach for the anomaly detection in large-scale distributed
system from resource usage traces. It is divided in four parts: characterized trace collection, multi-
scale analysis with spatial/temporal aggregation, user interaction, and visualization techniques. The
next four subsections detail each of them.
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3.1. Characterized Trace Collection

The first part of our methodology consists in collect resource usage traces categorized according
to application components. The basic idea is to match platform information with application data.
We consider that platforms are made of a set of resources R = {r1, r2, ..., rp}. Typical resources
are processing units or network links. The capacity of these resources generally changes over time,
depending on platform configurations, resource usage, or external load. Therefore, we assume that
the capacity of each resource r ∈ R at time t is denoted by ρr(t). The instantaneous value ρr(t) is
typically a rate expressed in Mflops/s or in Mb/s, depending on the resource type.

Before associating application-level information to the resources, we need to explain our
assumptions on the parallel or distributed applications we consider. We assume that the developers
use a set of categories C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} that can be used to classify the components of the
application, such as a set of tasks of a given type, request messages, specific functions of
an algorithm and so on. The categories can also reflect code regions of and application (e.g.,
initialization or configuration), the communication and calculation steps, or the gathering of results,
for example. Categories can also be used to distinguish between different applications running on
the same platform.

Figure 1 depicts different possibilities of categorization of the components of a parallel or
distributed application, depending on its structure. If the application is rather organized by tasks
(e.g., a workflow), the developer can use the categories to differentiate the tasks. For example,
an application can have tasks for requesting data or for sending back results, different type of
computation tasks, or synchronization tasks. If the application is rather structured in term of process,
then similar categorization can be applied. The process can then be categorized according to which
function they provide to the application. The Figure depicts three categories for processes: sender,
receiver and master.

Figure 1. Two examples of tracing categories for application tasks and processes.

After the categorization of the application components, our approach works by tracing the
resource utilization classified by the different categories used in the application-level. Therefore,
for a given resource r and a given category c, we assume we can trace ρr,c(t), the instantaneous
resource usage of resource r by category c at time t. Therefore, we have

∀r ∈ R,∀t,
∑
c∈C

ρr,c(t) 6 ρr(t) (1)

Figure 2 shows an example of the utilization tracing for a given resource r, with two categories
from the application-level: cat1 and cat2. The same type of tracing is performed for all the resources,
considering all the categories used by the developer. Sometimes, the values of ρr and ρr,c might not
be directly available from a monitoring system, but most of the time, they can be inferred from
samples collected in the monitored environment.

This process of resource monitoring based on categories is different from the traditional approach,
where traces register for a given period of time how much of the resource capacity was used. In
our approach, instead, we register how much each resource was used by each of the categories in
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Figure 2. Tracing resource utilization by category.

the application-level. This classification of the resource utilization allows a finer-grain information
on the application impact over the resources, and, combined with a good visualization technique,
enables a better understanding of the overall application behavior.

Technically speaking, tracing resource utilization by categories might be less intrusive than a
raw profiling (where possibly all the functions are traced), since it reduces the amount of data to
be registered in trace files. At the same time, categorized tracing is more complete than a simple
load trace for a processor. In practical situations, it is already possible to obtain trace data that
corresponds to what we need in our approach. The computing power of a machine can be classified
in a per-process base, and the traffic through the network cards of a computer can be separated
in flows that can be easily associated to an application or process. Such mechanisms, associated
to special tracing libraries, can isolate a part of the application and use that part as a category to
classify resource utilization.

The only issue that poses some difficulty is the classification of resource utilization for inner
network links, especially in the case of backbones and interconnections that the application (or
a library associated with) does not have direct access. A possible solution is either to use only
the current network utilization for those links, or to infer the utilization by category based on the
information available in the endpoints of the network link.

3.2. Multi-Scale Analysis

When observing a given resource over a very long time frame, the corresponding amount of
information is very large and cannot easily be comprehended. Such traces often show very different
behavior at small scale and at larger scale. Hence, their understanding requires the ability to easily
zoom in and out on the trace. We illustrate this issue by looking at a typical availability trace obtained
from the Failure Trace Archive (FTA) [23] and which represents whenever a given client is working
for the SETI@home project over a 8 months period. Such a trace is thus a time-stamped sequence
of zeros and ones and is represented in gray on Figure 3.(a). Depending on the anti-aliasing method
used by the document viewer or on the resolution of the printer, it may appear either as a very fine-
grained barcode or as a series of a few wide gray rectangles. In both cases, it is rather difficult to
quantitatively analyze this information.

When zooming on a twelve-day period (Figure 3.(b)), we obviously see details that are completely
hidden when considering eight months. But more interestingly, this zoom in time allows to realize
that the full time frame view summarizes very poorly such twelve-day period. One could easily
believe, from Figure 3.(a) that the client was available all the time during the twelve-day period
whereas it was only available 60% of the time. This is mainly because the full time frame
representation is a graphical zoom out of the whole trace.

Figure 3.(b) and 3.(c) also depicts a black curve which represents the average availability over a
one-day period. Unlike the gray barcode, such representation is much more faithful to the trace
and gives a better feeling of the behavior of the client, even over an eight-month period (see
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Figure 3. The gray areas represent resource availability, the black line represent a one-day integration: (a)
eight months of raw traces; (b) twelve-day zoom with raw and integrated traces and (c) same as the first plot,

plus one-day integration.

Figure 3.(c)). This simple example illustrates that one should not rely on graphical zoom (i.e.,
zoom out on graphical representations of traces) but rather use aggregation techniques directly on
the traces (i.e., use graphical representations of summarized traces). Indeed, graphical zooming
techniques often result in extremely misleading interpretation and cannot correctly account for the
multi-scale complexity of such traces. This same issue arises at any scale since even the second
one-day period of Figure 3.(b) may appear either as fully available or half available depending on
the printer resolution, whereas the one-day average availability is around 80%.

In a large-scale distributed system with a very large number of resources, this issue is even more
problematic as one has to deal with a huge amount of information in both time and space. Faithfully
representing on a single screen the behavior of thousands of resources at various scales of time
is extremely challenging but is yet necessary to analyze such systems. Since such visualization
artifacts are even more likely to happen, designing specific approaches allowing to expect and
control such bias is thus essential to sound analysis.

We briefly detail how data aggregation is formally defined in our context. Let us denote byR the
set of resources and by T the observation period. Assume we have measured a given quantity ρ on
each resource:

ρ :

{
R× T → R
(r, t) 7→ ρ(r, t)

In our context, ρ(r, t) could for example represent the CPU availability of resource r at time t.
It could also represent the (instantaneous) amount of CPU power allocated to a given project on
resource r at time t. In most situations, we have to depict several such functions at once to investigate
their correlation.

As we have have just illustrated in Figure 3, ρ is generally complex and difficult to represent.
Studying it through multiple evaluations of ρ(r, t) for many values of r and t is very tedious
and one often miss important features of ρ doing so (this is one of the reasons explaining the
previous visualization artifact). Assume we have a way to define a neighborhoodNΓ,∆(r, t) of (r, t),
where Γ represents the size of the spatial neighborhood and ∆ represents the size of the temporal
neighborhood. In practice, we could for example choose NΓ,∆(r, t) = [r − Γ/2, r + Γ/2]× [t−
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∆/2, t+ ∆/2], assuming our resources have been ordered. Then, we can define an approximation
FΓ,∆ of ρ at the scale Γ and ∆ as:

FΓ,∆ :

R× T → R

(r, t) 7→
∫∫

NΓ,∆(r,t)

ρ(r′, t′).dr′.dt′
(2)

Intuitively, this function averages the behavior of ρ over a given neighborhood of size Γ and ∆.
For example a crude view of the system is given by considering the whole system as the spatial
neighborhood and the whole timeline as the temporal neighborhood. Since ∆ can be continuously
adjusted, we can temporally zoom in and consider the behavior of the system at any time scale.
Once this new time scale has been decided, we can observe the whole timeline by shifting time and
considering different time intervals.

The analyst have to be careful about the conclusions that are taken during an analysis based
on aggregated data. The nature of the data aggregation technique as presented here leads to the
attenuation of behaviors registered in scales smaller than the one used to aggregate the data. For
example, if a temporal aggregation is configured to integrate data using a two seconds interval, all
the details smaller than two seconds are attenuated by the integration. At the same time, the analyst
needs to be aware that, although some information is lost, such aggregation generally lead to better
visualization which can allow for the detection of anomalies that could pass undetected without
data aggregation. Our approach deals with such questions by letting the analyst choose freely which
scale is used to aggregate trace data. Next subsection details these techniques.

3.3. User Interaction Techniques

Our analysis methodology also consists in different interaction techniques applied by the analyst
to navigate through the traces. These techniques consider the multi-scale treatment made on the
traces, as described in previous subsection, to improve the customization of the visualization views,
described in the next subsection.

Because of the possibly large number of observed components (space) and the observation periods
(time), such analysis requires visualization techniques combined with the ability to efficiently
navigate through space and time. This approach enables the identification of behavior at different
space and time scales and thus helps the analysis process.

We detail here the time and space navigation techniques we adopt in our approach. The next
subsection details two visualization techniques that can be combined with these navigation methods
and that allow the observation of different aspects of the traces.

Time Navigation The idea of time navigation is to observe the behavior evolution of the observed
components through time. Generally, the number of time stamps t such that ρr,c(t) changes is huge.
Looking at all these events would thus be extremely tedious. Furthermore, visualizing the ρr,c(t)
values for a given t often does not make any sense since the traces may have clock drifts or sampling
issues. Last, the system global behavior is often defined at a rather large time scale.

Therefore, navigation through time requires to select a specific time period, to analyze it at a
given level of details, and finally to interact using techniques such as animation to get conclusions
about the monitoring data. We briefly review these three steps:

• Selection: We allow the user to define a time interval within the period of time of the trace
file. It is based on this time slice that the analysis takes place.

• Adjusting details: To this end, we rely on temporal aggregation. It requires to define a time
slice [t1, t2], which is part of the period from the observation phase. Based on this definition,
the temporal aggregation to compute the average usage is derived from equation (2):

ρ[t1,t2]
r,c =

1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

ρr,c(t).dt (3)
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Thus, the previous inequality (1) still holds true for any t1 < t2, which enables to keep the
visualization coherent, using the same kind of representation technique as if we were directly
using ρr,c(t).

• Interaction: The representation can be animated by moving the considered time slice
dynamically, using information that is temporally aggregated. This animation is defined with
two parameters: frequency, which defines how frequent the time slice will be moved forward;
and step, defining of how much the considered time slice will be advanced. During the
animation, the frequency parameter is also used to define the redraws of the representation
technique used on the analysis.

In this article, it was not possible to display animations. Therefore, we chose to put online the
animations that enabled us to identify phenomenons and to include in this article series of snapshots
along a timeline. This latter representation allows to explain the phenomenon so it is enough for the
need of this article but it is generally not enough to detect unexpected phenomenons.

Space Navigation Analysis of large platforms suffers from the same difficulties as large observation
periods. The behavior observation of a single resource among many rarely brings conclusions. To
analyze large quantities of components at the same time, we need the same kind of abilities as we
previously reviewed for time navigation, i.e., the ability to easily select the set of observed resources,
to observe them at different levels of details, and easy way to interact through this set at this level of
detail if there are still too much information to display. A description of each of these steps follows:

• Selection: We allow the user to filter the observed components that will be analyzed. On our
context, this filtering can be applied to analyze only a sub-set of monitored resources, or only
a given category of the observation phase.

• Adjusting details: The level of detail that is observed can be defined using spatial
aggregation. Its objective is to reduce the amount of data that is analyzed at the same time,
reducing the complexity of the information and allowing the analyst to group components
with similar behavior. Assume for example that resources or categories have been organized
in a hierarchical way (e.g., grid/cluster/node/CPU/core or application/macro-step/micro-step).
Then a cut at any level of this hierarchy defines a partition of R into R1, . . . , Rq such that for
anyRi, all resources r inRi have the same type. Such a partition enables us to define a spatial
aggregation of ρ by:

ρRi,c(t) =
∑
r∈Ri

ρr,c(t) (4)

A category aggregation is easily defined in a similar way. The usefulness and ease of use
of such aggregation is then very dependent from the type of representation used in the
visualization analysis.

• Interaction: We use two interaction techniques to navigate through the selected and detailed
data: shifting and zooming. The shifting method works by moving the representation in a way
to put in evidence a smaller part of the platform, easing the observation of the components
that appear on that part. This method works together with zooming to get close to a given part
of the platform, obtaining more details about it.

Here we mean graphical zooming in and out here, which should not be confused with spatial
disaggregation and aggregation. Graphical zooming technique is related to techniques used in
image manipulation programs whereas aggregation is related to techniques used for example in
cartography, where one needs to reduce the complexity of the information to depict and eliminate
information that are not relevant to the purpose of the map.

3.4. Visualization Techniques

We use the techniques for time and space navigation in combination with two visual representations:
treemap and topological views. Their common characteristic is the lack of a timeline, as the one used
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on Gantt-charts, for example. This lack of timeline allows us to use both screen dimensions to draw
the components and thus display more information.

Treemap Representation The treemap technique [18] represents an annotated hierarchical structure
on the screen using a space-filling approach. The recursive technique starts on the root of the tree,
dividing the screen space among its children depending on their values. Nodes of the hierarchical
structure with bigger values occupy a bigger space on the screen (more precisely, the surface they
are allotted in the treemap is proportional to their value). This space-filling mechanism allows an
easy comparison of the characteristic of the different nodes of the structure. We use treemaps on our
approach to represent the resource utilization by the categories defined on the observation phase.
When there is no natural hierarchical structure in the considered system or when such information is
not available, we hierarchically organize the traces collected in the first phase, using each resource as
a child of the root node, and then using each category defined as their children, with their respective
categorized values of resource utilization. Such a hierarchy of depth one does not fully illustrate
the power of spatial aggregation but already provides good insight in many settings. We plan to
investigate this additional capability in future studies.

Figure 4. Treemap visualization scheme used to analyze characterized resource utilization, (A) without and
(B) with idle time.

Figure 4 shows two examples of treemaps adapted to visualize our approach. Both treemaps
show the resource utilization for 7 machines, limited by the thicker black lines, with their respective
categorized utilization, denoted by the two different gray tonalities. The treemap on the left shows
only the categorized resource utilization, whereas the treemap on the right shows also the idle time
(white areas) for each resource. As previously discussed, the main advantage of this representation
is that it enables to glance at the whole system and possibly to rapidly spot anomalies or unexpected
behavior, especially when using aggregation. By looking at the right treemap of this figure, we
instantaneously see that the can the category represented by the light gray tonalities requires less
resource consumption than the other category, even though this is not true for every machine at all.
Such kind of perception is still very effective when a very large number of machines is represented
on the screen at the same time. We refer the interested reader to [38] for more advanced examples
illustrating how scalable this representation can be.

As previously described, we explore spatial aggregation on treemaps since the monitoring data in
this case can easily be hierarchically organized. The hierarchy is used to create aggregated values
for the inner nodes. In the context of our approach, we can summarize the utilization counts for
each resource in the root node of the hierarchy, giving a broad view of the system behavior. Figure 4
shows on the bottom part this spatial aggregation for the left and right treemaps. The aggregated
view of treemap A, for instance, allows the perception that the global resource utilization is almost
equal between the two types of utilization, depicted by the two gray tonalities. The same analysis is
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possible when considering the idle or non-categorized resource utilization, at the aggregated view
of treemap B.

The treemap representation also uses information that was temporally aggregated. This means
that what is observed in one screenshot, such as the examples of Figure 4, represents the resource
behavior in a given time slice. The animation methodology previously described is also used here
by dynamically updating the treemap when the time-slice moves forward. Yet, such animations do
not necessarily go along well with flat non-aggregated views. Indeed, treemap use space-filling
approaches that generally sort the ρr,c values. Hence, when ρr,c(t) evolves through time, the
rectangle corresponding to a given r, c may jump from one place to another, which makes such
animations hard to follow.

Topological Representation Although there are many visualization techniques used to analyze
distributed and parallel application traces, very few use topology-aware representations to
understand resource utilization. Such representation are however essential to the study of
spatiotemporal correlations that often exist between various measured values. For this type of
representation, our approach uses a graph resource representation and customize it associating
different shapes or colors to the trace variables. Such approach eases the perception of correlations
and patterns on resource utilization.

A simple scheme for the topological representation is depicted on Figure 5. In this example, there
are four machines, from A to D, and three links interconnecting them (AB, BD and BC). Two
categories of the application are represented by the two gray tonalities. The size of the machines is
related to the current power capacity (i.e., ρA(t), ρB(t) and so on). For the link, the width of the
line is associated to the current bandwidth (i.e., ρAB(t)). The length of the line has now no meaning
and thus, unlike machine representations, the area the rectangle has no meaning. The level inside the
link is used to represent how much of the resource is used by the different categories. The remaining
white area of the resources (i.e., machine D and link BD) can be considered as idle resource if all
the application components were categorized, or non-categorized resource utilization otherwise. We
can observe that, in machine A, both categories use the computing resource. In machine B and C,
only the category represented by the darker gray tonality is consuming power, which is the same
case for the link BC interconnecting them.

Figure 5. Visualization scheme to analyze the characterized resource utilization traces.

The topological-aware representation described here also benefits from the methodology of time
and space navigation. The data that is represented is calculated based on a time slice, reflecting the
behavior of all the resources and their utilization on that period of time. The Figure 5, for instance,
represents the behavior of resources during a time interval of one minute. When changing the time
frame (either by reducing/increasing or shifting it), the location of resources does not change. The
size of resources (their inner filling) evolves according to their average power evolution (the average
consumption of each category). Regarding space navigation, we use only the shifting and zooming
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methodologies, as previously described. The spatial aggregation, which can be used to summarize
information about the resources, is not applied here since it would require a hierarchical organization
of resources which was not available in our case study and would thus not have given more insight
than the treemap representation. Yet, it would not suffer from the same problems as the treemap
when using animations. Therefore, we are investigating this capability for hierarchical platforms
such as grids, large clusters or clouds.

Next section details the framework used to validate our resource usage analysis approach. We
present the distributed application scenario, how we obtain characterized resource utilization traces
and a brief description of the visualization analysis using a tool named Triva [40], which was adapted
to create topological and customized graph representations of resources. In Section 5, we present
the detection of anomalies in three scenarios.

4. FRAMEWORK

In the section, we describe the context in which we propose to validate our resource usage anomaly
detection approach. The application scenarios we choose are centered around the exploitation
of volunteer computing platforms. Such large-scale distributed systems rely on many ad hoc
mechanisms to address heterogeneity, volatility, user preferences. Furthermore, the global behavior
of such systems results from the interactions of many different participants and is thus very hard
to analyze. We detail these scenarios in Section 4.1. Then, we explain how we implemented
the observation of the interactions and how we obtained the traces from resource utilization in
Section 4.2. Last, we give a brief description of the visualization tool used to analyze the traces in
Section 4.3.

4.1. Distributed Application Scenario

The scenario used to evaluate the proposed anomaly detection approach is the scheduling of bag-
of-tasks in volunteer computing (VC) [3] distributed platforms. We use the BOINC (Berkeley Open
Infrastructure for Network Computing) [2] architecture as an example of a volunteer computing
platform, depicted on Figure 6. BOINC is the most popular VC infrastructure today with over
580,000 hosts that deliver over 2,300 TeraFLOP per day. Such VC architectures are composed by
volunteer clients that choose to which projects their unused CPU cycles will be given. Each project
(e.g., SETI@home, Climateprediction.net, Einstein@home, World Community Grid) is hosted on a
BOINC server that provides the volunteer clients with work units. Once a host has fetched at least
one work units, it disconnects from the server and computes work unit results. Several mechanisms
and policies determine when the host may do these computations, accounting for volunteer-defined
rules (e.g., caps on CPU usage), for the volunteer’s activity (e.g., no computation during keyboard
activity), and for inopportune shutdowns.

Salient characteristics of VC systems are thus their scale, their heterogeneity, and their volatility
and unpredictability [24]. One way in which to cope with these characteristics is to run applications
that consist of large numbers of independent CPU-bound work units (i.e., orders of magnitude larger
than the number of available hosts). The BOINC architecture now implements many mechanisms
perfectly suited to this kind of workload. For example, a deadline is assigned to every work unit
submitted to the clients. Clients are expected to report the results before this deadline. Otherwise,
the work unit will be considered lost by the server. This enables to keep track of submitted work
units while ensuring that communications are always initiated by the clients. On the volunteer-side,
the client tries to complete all tasks before their deadlines while respecting the project priority shares
defined by the volunteer. This is implemented through a mix of earliest deadline first scheduling
and fair sharing scheduling based on short term and long term debt [25]. The fair sharing issue is
thus of uttermost importance since volunteers monitor that their resource is indeed used according
to their preferences.

Supporting new application classes mandates that open research questions be addressed so that
the effects of heterogeneity and volatility can be mitigated intelligently. For instance, scheduling
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Figure 6. The BOINC architecture with two project servers and clients with varying availability.

techniques have been proposed for VC applications that consist of small numbers of work
units [26, 16, 43]. Another possible extension is to allow the execution of applications that are
not only CPU-bound but also incur large data transfers [5].

We explore thus the following three scenarios:

• Fair sharing Volunteers define preferences and project shares. They expect these preferences
to be respected whatever the project work units characteristics. In this first scenario, we
propose to check that the local scheduling algorithm keeps all volunteer machines busy and
fairly share these resource between the different projects.

• Response time As such, the BOINC architecture is not perfectly suited to VC projects that
consist of small numbers of short work units. Such projects typically have burst of tasks
arriving and are not able to keep all volunteers busy all the time. However, they need the
volunteers to crunch their work units as soon as they are available and to return the results as
soon as possible to minimize the response time of the whole bag of tasks.

• Large data transfers When large files are associated to work units, network saturation is
likely to happen next to the server. It may thus be interesting to identify these saturation to
provision enough bandwidth to efficiently use all volunteers.

4.2. Obtaining Traces through Simulation

The observation in real platforms of the application scenarios previously described is hard and time
consuming for several reasons. In the case of BOINC, we would have to change the code for every
client to get traces of resource consumption to each task. Similar information is already collected
on the most recent versions of the BOINC client but we do not have access to such traces yet.
Furthermore, we would like to study the interactions between BOINC projects in situations that
have not been experimented too much in the real world.

These reasons lead us to use simulation to validate our approach for detecting anomalies
in resource utilization. In the experiments, we used a BOINC Simulator [9] that implements
most important features of the real scheduler (deadline scheduling, long term debt, fair sharing,
exponential back-off). The behavior of this simulator was validated [9] against the BOINC client
simulator designed by the BOINC developer team †.

In our experiments, we only used two projects with different task creation policies. Every client
was configured to evenly share its resources between the two projects. Depending on the case
study, one of the projects might create tasks from time to time, while the other keeps a steady
flow of task creation to be computed by the volunteer clients. One of the most interesting parts of

†This simulator has been used to evaluate and improve the BOINC client scheduler [25]. Therefore it only enables to
simulate the behavior of a single client, whereas the BOINC simulator we use allows to simulate the whole BOINC
infrastructure
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this simulator is that it considers real availabilities traces from BOINC, as defined by the Failure
Trace Archive [23]. This configuration allows the analysis of the global and local fairness behavior
considering situations where the failure of multiple clients might happen at the same time.

The simulator used in our experiments is developed using the SimGrid framework [7]. This
framework allows the construction of different types of simulators following a well-defined
interface, simulating CPU and network consumption with ad hoc validated mathematical models.
To be able to trace the resource utilization, we instrumented the SimGrid framework allowing
the association of a category with every task created and simulated on a given platform. The
instrumentation guarantees that during the simulation all the CPU or network resources used by
tasks of a given category will be monitored and traced. The instrumentation generates as result a
trace file where the resources are listed along with their utilization by the categories used during the
simulation.

We defined two categories for the BOINC simulator: burst and continuous. The burst category
helps to tag all the tasks that are created by the server that generate bursts of tasks; the continuous
category marks the tasks that are continuously created by the other BOINC server. By doing this, we
differentiate the resource utilization according to the server that created the tasks. This classification
allows a clear identification of which project is using the resources during a time period, and if this
utilization is being fair considering the simulated execution time.

To complement the tracing, the instrumented SimGrid library also registers, for hosts, the
maximum processing capacity (or power). For the interconnection, the library registers the
bandwidth available. SimGrid is capable of dealing with resource fluctuation with availability trace
files. When the power of a host or the bandwidth of a link changes, an event registering to what
value was changed is registered in the trace file. With such information, we can analyze the resource
utilization taking into account the maximum capacity of resources.

4.3. Visualization Analysis with Triva

Triva [40] is a visualization tool focused on the analysis of parallel and distributed application traces.
It implements different visualization techniques and also serves as a sandbox for the creation of new
techniques to do a visual analysis of data. The tool is equipped with algorithms to do temporal and
spatial aggregation, allowing the analysis in configurable time frames and level of details. We used
Triva in this work to analyze the traces obtained with the simulation execution described in the
previous section.

The temporal aggregation feature works by integrating the variables inside a time frame
configured by the user. It is the user responsibility to set a significant time frame for the analysis,
either for a full trace observation or a small time interval. The tool is also capable to move
dynamically the configured time frame, so the user can observe the evolution of the variables along
time. The spatial aggregation works, on the other hand, by using simple operators to group detailed
information from hosts and links in higher level representations, like a cluster for instance. The
spatial aggregation can also explore the natural hierarchical organization of the traces [38].

As of today, Triva implements the Squarified Treemap [6] visualization technique and a
configurable topology-based visualization. On the treemap view, the user is capable to filter which
category used during the observation phase is considered in the representation. Several categories
might be used at the same time, allowing a visual comparison of their resource utilization. The
topology-based visualization technique implemented in Triva uses customizations defined by the
user to set which trace components are taken as nodes and edges of the topology. Since the
instrumented version of SimGrid registers all the hosts participating on the simulation, and also the
links that interconnect them, we can used such information to create the topological interconnection
of the resources for the visualization within Triva. The mapping of variables from the categorized
resource utilization can also be applied on the graph so the user can compare their values taking into
account the topology itself and the dynamic evolution over time.

The traces from the simulations were used as input for Triva to generate different representations
that helped us to detect the anomalies and understand unexpected behaviors. These visual
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representations are used in next section to analyze three different case studies based on the BOINC
simulator.

5. RESOURCE USAGE ANOMALIES

Our approach is validated against three case studies for the BOINC scheduling scenarios: fairness
analysis, projects interested in response time, and the effect of large input files. As we will see, our
approach allows an easy identification of various types of anomalies such as unfair resource sharing,
contention, moving network bottlenecks, and sub-optimal resource usage.

We separate these cases in three parts: setting, for detailing how the experiment was configured;
expected, listing the expected results from the experiment; and observed, showing the results we
obtained using our resource usage analysis approach.

5.1. Fair Sharing

Setting For this case study, we create two projects that generate continuous tasks, and two categories
for the tracing: Continuous-0 and Continuous-1. The only difference between the two projects is the
size of the jobs and their corresponding deadline. The tasks from the Continuous-0 project are 30
times longer than tasks from the Continuous-1 project. The deadlines are set to 300 hours and 15
hours for project Continuous-0 and Continuous-1. There were a total of 65 clients‡ whose power and
availability traces are taken from the Failure Trace Archive [23]. Last, every client was configured to
evenly share its resource between the two projects. We configured the BOINC simulator to run the
projects for the period of ten weeks, tracing the resource utilization by category over the different
clients.

Expected As we previously explained, volunteers want to keep control on the resource they provide.
In particular, they expect that the BOINC client respect the resource shares they define. In our
setting, this means that the amount of CPU cycle given to each project should be roughly the same,
regardless of the differences between the two projects (task size and deadline). The global and local
share for each project should thus remain around 50%.

Observed The Figure 7 shows the visualization analysis for the trace file obtained with the
simulation. On the top of the figure, the treemap with aggregated data from all the clients shows
the global resource utilization division between the two categories. The data used to define the
treemap was aggregated on the whole simulation time for all clients. We can observe that clients are
reasonable fair, executing tasks from the project Continuous-0 in 52.30% of the simulated time.

The bigger treemap on Figure 7 was calculated in the same way, but detailing the share for every
client. In this level of detail, we can notice that some clients have an unexpected behavior, working
severely more for one project than for another. On the right part of the bigger treemap, we can
observe that some of the clients worked more than 70% of time for the Continuous-0 project, while
some other clients worked more for the Continuous-1 project. This behavior is unexpected since
the volunteer clients should be fair no matter the size of the tasks defined by the different projects
and the deadline for completion. By analyzing the treemap view, we can notice that smaller clients
(occupying a smaller area of the drawing), which reflects less contribution to the work, present
such strange behavior. On the other hand, bigger clients, which contributed more to the work, are
mostly fair. The size difference between the clients is related to both the power of the hosts and
their availability. Since the power heterogeneity is not that large, it can easily be deduced that the
smaller clients have very long unavailability periods. Therefore unfairness seemed to be related to
unavailability.

‡We illustrate our observations with only 65 clients for sake of readability but we performed similar experiments with
thousands of hosts
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Figure 7. Fairness anomaly detected in some BOINC clients. Many clients with a small area (i.e., a small
power or a low availability) favor application Continuous-0.

This observation was done during the early stages of the development of the BOINC simulator so
we informed the developers about this unexpected phenomenon. The origin of the problem, which
was identified later on, was related to the algorithm that counts the time worked for each project
on the clients. After the problem resolution, we executed again the simulation, with exactly the
same parameters and obtained a trace file which was again analyzed with Triva. Figure 8 shows
the analysis of this trace file, with the global view of fairness among all clients depicted on its top
left corner. Now, the division between the two projects reaches 50.20% for the Continuous-0 tasks,
and 49.80% for the Continuous-1 tasks, considering the simulation time of ten weeks. The bigger
treemap on the background of this figure shows the division by project for each client. Most of the
clients are now fair or more balanced than before. The lack of fairness in smaller clients (lower right
corner) appears because they have a small contribution. This means that these clients have been
mostly unavailable during the ten weeks and that their availability periods have been so short that
being fair between the two projects while avoiding context switching every two minutes is simply
not possible. The scheduling algorithm could just not balance the work between the two projects.

In this first example, the anomaly came from a bug in the simulator in its earliest development
stages. This bug would probably never have been identified without the visualization-based
approach. Indeed, even after having selected unfair clients, correlating unfairness and unavailability
would have been hard to do with standard statistical techniques whereas it appeared clearly on
the treemap. The identification of this phenomenon enabled to narrow where the problem could
come from and thus to correct it very quickly. Even though this bug was found in a simulation, the
same kind of issue could have happened in a real large scale distributed system. Last, it was hardly
noticeable at large scale and was made possible by tracking the activity of every resource according
to the two projects.

Triva’s treemap visualization, with the global and detailed view, gives the possibility to developers
to spot rapidly outliers.

5.2. Projects Interested in Response Time

Setting As previously discussed on Section 4, BOINC targets projects with CPU-bound tasks
interested in throughput computing. One of the main mechanism that give project servers some
control over task distribution is the completion deadline specification. This parameter allows
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Figure 8. Fairness visualization after the correction on the implementation of the scheduling algorithm

projects to specify how much time will be given to volunteer clients to return the completed task.
This is used as a soft deadline specification upon task submission, but above all as a way of tracking
task execution. On the client side, this deadline is employed to decide which project to work for.
Thus, a client never starts working on an overdue task but always finish a started task. When
a deadline is likely to be missed, the client switches to earliest deadline first mode. By setting
tight deadlines, a project may thus temporary gain priority over other projects (this phenomenon is
balanced by other long-term sharing mechanisms).

Some research has been done to design mechanisms enabling to improve the average response
time of batch of tasks in such unreliable environments [22]. Resource selection (discard unreliable
hosts) and prioritization (send tasks to fast hosts in priority) and replication toward the end of the
batch seem to be the key elements of such a strategy. GridBot [43] already implement many of these
features.

For this case study, we configured the BOINC simulator to execute two projects: Continuous and
Burst. The Continuous project continuously generates tasks 30 times larger than the other project,
and with a loose completion deadline given to volunteer clients of 300 hours. The Burst project
creates smaller tasks every 10 days with a tighter completion deadline of six hours and allows up to
5 replicas of the same task. The client configuration was the same as in Section 5.1. Our analysis is
based upon a simulation that details the behavior of BOINC during ten weeks.

Expected The BOINC architecture is designed using a pull style architecture. This means that the
volunteer clients only contact from time to time the project servers to which they wish to donate
their CPU cycles. Hence, when a given project generates a burst of tasks, it has to wait for clients
to contact him before being able to start the task distribution. There may thus be a rather long time
before all volunteer clients realize that the server has a bunch of new tasks to be executed. Yet, once
a volunteer client starts working for a burst, it is expected to try to work for it as much as possible.
Indeed, the client scheduling algorithm tries to comply to a long-term sharing policy. Hence projects
that have not sent tasks since a long time should get a temporary higher priority than projects whose
tasks are available all the time.

This mechanism lead us to expect a slow-start execution of tasks from the project that generates
bursts of tasks, from time to time. Such behavior was already anticipated and optimized in other
works [16]. What we would like to observe here is the shape of this slow-start.
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Observed To observe the slow-start effect, we decided to observe the system with a treemap view
configured to show only aggregated states from all the simulated machines. Figure 9 shows a series
of treemaps that classify the aggregated work executed by all the volunteer clients for the Continuous
(light gray) or the Burst (darker gray) projects. The generated treemaps were aligned horizontally
according to the beginning of the time interval considered for their rendering. Since the average
completion of a burst of task was around 26 hours, we decided to start the analysis with time intervals
of two hours, represented by the treemaps on the top. In the middle, the intervals considered are of
one hour and, on the bottom, time intervals of half an hour. The figure also depicts the beginning
and the end of the burst period, denoted by the rectangle that encapsulates all the screenshots taken
inside the period.

The expected slow-start behavior of volunteer clients during the simulation is visible on Figure 9.
It takes from 2 to 3 hours for a client to realize the activity of the Burst project server and start
the execution of its tasks. According to the view of two hours, it takes 18 hours to the burst tasks
consume more than half of the power of the platform, despite its tighter deadlines that indicate that
it should be given a higher priority.

Figure 9. Observing the slow-start behavior of volunteer clients giving resources to the burst tasks (shown
as dark gray) when the burst server becomes active. Using a 2-hour time frame, about 18 hours are required
for the burst project to get more than half of the platform computing power and that it hardly gets more.
This last observation is surprising as bursts are infrequent and should thus have a temporary high priority
compared to the continuous project (clients try to comply to a long-term fair sharing policy). Using a smaller
time frame, we observe oscillations: the dominant project is alternatively the burst or the continuous project.
Furthermore, active burst tasks remain in the system after the termination of the burst. This waste can be

explained by “loose” deadlines and replication.

Considering that the activity period of the burst project is about 26 hours, this slow-start occupies
about 70% of that time. Using the 1/2 hour view which shows small variations, the time taken could
even be estimated to 77% of the time.

Besides the expected behavior caused by the connection mechanism of BOINC clients, we can
notice also two different anomalies on the analysis: the execution of Burst tasks after the end of the
burst; and the apparent difficulty of the Burst project to overwhelm (at least for a short time period)
the Continuous project during the burst period.

– Wasted Computations Figure 9 shows the first anomaly observed in the analysis. We can notice
the end of the activity period of the Burst project. This information, registered on the trace file,
indicates that the server received at least one answer for all the tasks it submitted to the volunteers.
Remember that tasks may be submitted many times at the end. This replication enables to deal
with straggling tasks. Such behavior can thus be considered as normal since clients are not always
connected to the server. But this illustrates that an aggressive replication algorithm, mixed with a
bad deadline configuration on the server side, leaves some tasks in the system. Such tasks waste
computing resources and may make volunteer unhappy since they may not be rewarded credit for
their work. Furthermore, even if the project is not going to use the results, clients count the work
donated to each project. This means that they will be less likely to work for this project later on.

– Surprisingly Low Priority of the Burst Project The second anomaly is related to the execution of
Continuous tasks during the burst period. We noticed this unexpected behavior by visualizing, in
Figure 9, the aggregated amount of work executed by the clients for each of the projects. We can
observe, in the time-frame of half hour, that the project which receives more computational power
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Figure 10. Observation of an anomaly consisting in the cyclic execution of continuous (light gray) and burst
(dark gray) tasks on volunteer clients, about 11 hours after the beginning of the burst period. The arrows
between the circled hosts help following their evolution. Executing continuous (low priority) tasks while
burst (high priority) tasks are available results in a poor overall resource usage. This anomaly was originally
discovered using animations (available at http://triva.gforge.inria.fr/2011-detection.
html) that reveal “blinking” hosts (periodic switch between dark and light gray) that caught our eyes.

fluctuates between the two projects: sometimes the darker gray tonality occupies more space than
the other; sometimes no.

To understand why the Burst Project struggles to get computing resources compared to the
Continuous project, we decided to look for more details to each volunteer share evolution. At
this level of detail, treemaps are not be the best solution because the location of volunteers in
the representation may change along time depending on the aggregate computing it delivered (as
explained in Section 3.4, in this kind of representation, the area of the screen is occupied following
a space-filling algorithm that considers the nodes value; if the values change, the nodes position on
the screen might change).

Therefore, we used a graph-based view, where each machine is positioned on the screen and
its visual parameters (size, filling, etc) are associated to a trace variable. The leftmost image of
Figure 10 illustrates such representation. It details the behavior of the Continuous and Burst server
projects and some volunteer clients. For the two servers, represented by the squares located in the
middle of the screenshot, the black color indicates that for the time frame in question, the server is
active. If it is white, the server is not generating tasks, and it received all the results from previously
submitted tasks. The other squares represent the volunteer clients, and their gray tonalities indicate
for which project they are working for the time frame in question, and how much. If the square is
full of light gray, for instance, it means that the client worked only for the Continuous project at full
computational power. If a square has two gray tonalities, it means that the client worked on that time
frame for both projects. The space occupied for each tonality indicates on this case the amount of
power given for each project. Still on the same image of Figure 10, the size of the volunteer clients
square is directly related to its computational power on the time-frame in question. Hence, the client
representation is not drawn if it is inactive on the period.

The screenshots, from left to right, show the evolution of volunteer clients behavior using time
intervals of one hour. On the leftmost image, rendered with the time frame 11 to 12 hours after the
burst started, shows two volunteer clients (inside the two circles) fully executing Burst tasks. The
subsequent images show that these clients starts to work for the continuous project and then come
back to execute Burst tasks.

Such situation can happen if the deadline given for one of the Continuous tasks fall exactly during
the burst period. In that case, the scheduling algorithm implemented on the client-side decides to
work for the continuous project. Such situations should be rather rare though and happen at most
once on each volunteer. However, such unexpected and strange behavior appears repeatedly on
all volunteer clients before and after the time frames shown on this figure. We observed a cyclic
behavior on some volunteer clients, where clients work for the Burst project, then for the Continuous
project, and back to the Burst project, and so on. This phenomenon was particularly striking in the
animated version since it resulted in a blinking of the volunteers between light and dark gray.

We informed the BOINC simulator developers of such phenomenon. Further investigation
revealed that this anomaly comes from the short time fairness requirements of the BOINC
scheduling algorithm and shows how inadequate it might be in this context. As in the first scenario,
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this issue would probably never have been identified without both the spatial and time aggregation
and zooming capabilities of Triva and its ability to seamlessly move from one representation to
another.

5.3. Projects with Large Input Files

Setting In the previous experiments, the considered BOINC projects used only very small input
files. Thus, we had configured SimGrid to use a very simple constant time model for network
communications. Such a model enables extremely high scalability and speeds up the simulation.
To study the situation where projects require larger input files, we need to take into account
the possible network contention as well as the latency heterogeneity. Thus, to observe the task
distribution across the platform, we configured SimGrid and the BOINC simulator to use a complex
interconnection platform, and a network model capable to simulate the TCP behavior. Our goal
here is to identify network bottlenecks caused by the use of large input files needed to execute the
tasks by the volunteer clients. Figure 11 presents the graph view of Triva during the visualization
of the platform with links to interconnect hosts. The bandwidth defines the thickness of each link,
while the power configures the size of each host representation. Internally to each link or host, the
gray tonalities represent the amount of resource capacity used for the configured time frame. These
amounts are always proportional to the maximum capacity of a resource. The time frame, for this
figure, consists of the whole simulation time. It is also worth noting the position of the two BOINC
project servers, represented by the black squares. The black color here is also related to the user
variable that indicates if a project is active or not. For the simulation we executed, both projects are
always active.

Figure 11. Full resource utilization when BOINC task distribution uses small files as input for volunteer
clients. No client shows idle time whereas network links are mostly empty.

Expected In the first place, we simulated the BOINC task distribution using small files as input for
the volunteer clients, using two project servers that are always active. This experiment will be used
as a reference. The two projects compete for the communication links depending on the availability
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and network position of the volunteer clients but since the input files are very small, they should not
interfere with each others on the network part.

Figure 11 depicts the overall behavior of this simulation, considering the whole simulated time
of one week. As expected, all the clients, no matter their computation power, were able to execute
tasks from both projects (represented by the gray tonalities inside each host) in a fair way. Each link
interconnecting hosts on the figure depicts also their utilization from each project. We can observe
that these links were mostly unused because of the small input files. At the same time all the hosts
were fully used because tasks could arrive quickly to the volunteer clients. In the next section, we
increase the size of the input files, while using exactly the same platform. We expect, by doing
this, that a network bottleneck will appear somewhere around the project servers, because of the
smaller bandwidth of the links, particularly for the rightmost project which has a smaller bandwidth
compared to the leftmost one.

Observed Figure 12 shows the resulting visualization created with Triva considering the whole
simulated time. The first thing to be noticed on this visualization is that the hosts are no longer fully
utilized. The white space inside each node represents the amount of capacity that was not used by
the two projects tasks. Such unused capacity is observed in all the hosts present in the platform.
This lack of full use of hosts could be expected because of network limitation, since the tasks to be
executed by clients take a longer time to be transferred. However, considering the whole simulated
time, the links were mostly unused, despite the large files used as input, and the bottleneck we were
expecting to see around the project servers links does not appear.

Figure 12. Resource waste when BOINC task distribution uses large files as input for volunteer clients.
All clients show a large idle time. Surprisingly, network interconnection links around project servers do not

appear as bottlenecks and have a rather low usage.

To identify which links are the origin of the bottleneck, we measured how much time each project
takes to send the input files to the volunteer tasks. Then, based on this value, we configure the time
frame used to calculate a given visualization screenshot, so each individual communication flow can
be spotted. The Triva screenshots of Figure 13 depicts two situations (A and B) were the network
link causing the bottleneck can be easily identified through the visualization. The arrows identified
by the markers a1 and a2 point to the network links that are causing contention because they are
the smaller bandwidth links among all links used for the two active communication flows (light and
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dark gray colors). The arrow b1 on situation B, on the contrary, shows the network link causing
contention because it is being shared by two communicating flows at the same time.

Figure 13. Identification of two types of network contention: screenshot A, caused by smaller bandwidth
links (arrows a1 and a2) for each communication flow (light and dark gray colors); and B, caused by a
shared network link (arrow identified by the marker b1). Therefore, every communication has indeed a
bottleneck (often close to poorly connected clients) but these bottlenecks keep moving over time, which

explains why no bottleneck appears at a large time scale.

In summary, considering the platform used to simulate the BOINC behavior, the bottlenecks
appears either on the link with the smaller bandwidth of the path, either on the links that are mostly
shared by the communication of the two servers with their volunteer clients. Differently from what
we expected, such contentions are not specific to the links around the servers, but move over time
and are distributed in different parts of the platform. Such type of network bottlenecks are commonly
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observed in real platforms, but are generally hard to spot without the aid of visualization techniques
capable of showing a global and configurable view of the application and resource behavior.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an analysis methodology for traces originating from large-scale
distributed systems that relies on four functionalities: the collection of categorized resource usage
traces based on the application; a multi-scale aggregation technique to refine the information to be
analyzed; specifically tailored user interaction techniques, to let the analyst navigate through the
different levels of detail in the space/time dimensions; and two alternative visualization techniques
to understand the resource usage traces. Understanding the behavior of such system requires to
observe a very large number of components over a very large period of time.

One of the strengths or our approach lies in the user-defined and application-level characterization
of resource usage. Our approach was exemplified through the analysis of different scheduling
aspects in volunteer computing platforms, using as example a faithful simulation of BOINC. The
scheduling aspects used to validate our approach are the analysis of fairness between projects inside
the BOINC volunteer clients; the effect of replication and tight deadlines for projects interested in
better response time; and the analysis of network contention in presence of large input files. These
three scenarios were simulated, using our approach to collect resource utilization, and were analyzed
using the visualization tool Triva.

These visualizations enabled to rapidly detect anomalies or unexpected behaviors. The analysis
of the first scenario enabled us to detect a problem in the fairness of the scheduling algorithm of
the simulated BOINC clients. Such problem appeared mainly on clients with low availability. The
treemap visualization of Triva, combined with temporal integration on the whole simulated time,
allowed the problem to be immediately spotted.

The second scenario analysis, related to the use of replication algorithms and tight deadlines to
improve the response time of some projects, allowed to observe three different phenomenons. The
first one, which was expected, was related to the slow-start of such projects. The second one was
that the abuse of fault-tolerant features may leave many tasks in the system after the completion of
batches, increasing resource waste. The third phenomenon was much surprising and was related to
the difficulty of such projects to get more computing resources than the more classical ones despite
a deadline and long-term fairness mechanism which should have favored them. Thanks to the ability
of Triva to represent the state of the system at different spatial and temporal scales, we were able to
easily spot this phenomenon and then to identify its origin as the short-term fairness requirements
of the client scheduling algorithm.

The third scenario analyzed the effect of large input files in a volunteer computing platform
using a realistic TCP network model. We have been able to identify through the visualization that
overall low resource usage was due to contention constantly moving on the different links across the
distributed platform, which was thus not visible at a large time-scale. Although multi-threading was
not necessary in classical situations, it becomes essential to address data-intensive scenarios. Yet,
implementing such anachronisms could raise other issues and would deserve further investigations.

Our contribution is certainly not related to scheduling issues that may arise in volunteer
computing scenarios. Our contribution is that the use of characterized resource utilization, combined
with a multi-scale aggregation technique, specifically tailored user interaction techniques and a
visual interpretation of the data leads to a very effective blend enabling to identify problems that
would have been otherwise extremely difficult to detect. These problems could also be analyzed in
more realistic environments. Today, the BOINC client is capable of tracing local resource utilization
without any kind of classification. With minor modifications to the way the BOINC client works,
the local resources could be traced in a per-project manner. Almost all the proposed techniques
in this paper could then be used for the analysis of these real traces, except the graph visualization
(BOINC uses the Internet to transfer tasks). In more controlled platforms, such as high-performance
clusters equipped with a dedicated interconnection, real network traces are available by monitoring
the communication flows, giving the analyst a full graph-based analysis.
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We envision at least two important developments that should be pursued after this work. First,
as we already mention, treemap visualization enable very intuitive and efficient aggregation, which
is essential to the visualization of very large systems. Unfortunately, treemap do not mix well with
time evolutions since location of entities is not fixed in treemap views, which make spatiotemporal
correlations study rather cumbersome. Graph-based visualization faithfully depicts topological
information but do not allow for spatial aggregation, which reduces their efficiency for very large
configurations. We are thus investigating how the best of these two techniques could be combined.

Second, the aggregation technique we used so far is mainly based on integration, which implies
that the variables we are interested in should be additive and that the analyst is somehow interested
in the average behavior. There are many situations where such hypothesis do not apply and where
alternative aggregation techniques should thus be defined. As we already mentioned, such issues
have been at the heart of cartography since centuries. Hence, we believe techniques from the
cartography community could thus reveal very useful in large-scale distributed systems study.
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